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Paint colour: Golden Hour



The team at Staunch Greco Industries not only love 

working with the practical side of painting, we absolutely 

love colour and design! We provide a residential and 

commercial colour consultation service to help you  

select the perfect colours for your next painting project.

Your Staunch colour and style consultant will  

support you by:

• Discussing and identifying your colour and style 

objects and aspirations.

• Inspecting your place of residence or business and 

gather a sense of the space and its character, as well 

as considering the furnishings and its style. 

• Getting a sense of your personality and how you want 

to project it into your home through highly considered 

colour and design. We want to help you capture the 

ambience that is most meaningful to you. 

• With commercial clients, we work to understand 

your unique business, your brand identity, and your 

commercial space in order to recommend a colour 

palette that reflects the values and culture of your 

business/organisation. 

Organise your free Staunch colour and 

style consultation today.

tel. 1300 782 862.

email: info@staunchgrecoindustries.com.au 

PO Box 4283, Burwood East, 3151

Staunch Greco Industries

staunchgrecoindustries

Staunch Greco Industries

Staunch Greco Industries

OUR PROCESS

GET IN TOUCH



Colour is an essential aspect of your home. It has the 

ability to make rooms smaller or larger. Colour choices 

result in making rooms look lighter or darker.  

Colour is a signifier of style and atmosphere. It is also an 

extension of personality and character. This is why it’s so 

important to consider the colours of the paint used in your 

residential space. After all, a house is not just a house. Its 

your home. Therefore, it should reflect you and the other 

people that live in it. 

When it comes to commercial spaces, colour should never 

be dismissed as an insiginficant component of the space. 

The choice of colour will shape how your commercial 

space appears regarding size and lighting. Colour brings 

a sense of style and ambiance to commercial buildings. 

They are indicative of the workplace culture that you 

intend to create and maintain.  

Your commercial space is not just a place of business. 

It’s the headquarters of your commercial operation. It is a 

reflection of your commercial brand and identity. Hence, it 

should represent the ethos and personality of business. 

Take some time to do some initial research:

Consider the residential or commercial space that is to 

be painted. Take note of the size of the space. Take note 

of the amount of lighting that the entire space is subject 

to. These are crucial elements that assist you in making 

colour decisions. 

Consider what kind of decorative style you want to achieve 

in your residential or commercial space. What is your 

preferred style?

TraditionalTraditional 

A traditional style encompasses a wide range of options 

from baroq to British/French country to neoclassical.  

A traditional style exudes order, comort and harmony.  

It is warm and welcoming and everything matches.  

The furnishings are elegant, with an emphasis on antiques 

and textured rugs.  

ModernModern

A modern style is a throwback to the past. Specifically 

styles from the 1920s to the 1970s that are heavily 

influenced by Bauhaus and Scandinavian design style. 

Modern emphasizes an unclutterd look with primary hues 

and warm woods. Symmetry is a focal point, as balance 

equates to comfort. Natural materials and neutral/earthy 

colours are a signature component of this style. 

ContemporaryContemporary

A contemporary style is all about the style of today and 

the future. Contemporary interior design tends to be 

fresh, simple and subtle with very obvious usage of clean 

line work and texture. Space is the prime showcase with 

contemporary style. Hence, shape and colour are vital to 

this style. 

Furthermore, look to the world around you for inspiration. 

Look at the colour schemes found in:

• Global natural elements

• Global cultures and nation states

• Fashion runways and trends 

• Architecture and infastructure 

• Art and popular culture 

We recommend that you keep some references of colours 

and styles you like and pass them onto us.  

COLOUR 
INSPIRATION



Whisper white

Chantilly white

White dove

Chic, luminous, fresh, and natural - White is the perfect 

base for traditional and contemporary styling.  

White naturally amplifies light, reflecting light to  

brighten any space. Scientific research indicates  

modern white paint reflects over 98% of sunlight,  

creating a powerful cooling effect. 

WHITE

Spanish white



Silver lake grey

ChainmalEndless dusk

Teahouse

Chelsea grey

GREY
Versatile, chic, casual and elegant - grey can be 

 adapted to suit a range of styling from casually elegant to  

uber-sophisticated. Greys have beautiful undertones 

of purple, green or blue, a triumph when working with 

carpets, timber flooring and general furnishings.  

Different hues showcase distinct benefits - cool greys 

brighten and increase space, silver greys add light and 

dark greys add warmth and atmosphere.



Vasper purple

Battle of Bordeaux

Victoria purpleDeep purple

PURPLE
Luxurious, elegant and relaxed - purple encourages 

creativity and imagination. Purples in residential and 

commercial settings create uplifting energy. Striking and 

impressive when used entirely in one space, or ambient 

in small doses. Purple has a history of being a royal 

favourite, representing European Kings and Queens. 

Pair purple with royal finishings to create a Regal 

ambience for your castle. 



Patriot blue

Pale blue

Teal

Tempest

BLUE
Pure, serene, inspiring and calming - blue is welcoming 

in residential and commercial. Representing the sea and 

sky, hues of blue reflect light making spaces feel larger. 

Known to have positive health benefits as blue relaxes 

the mind and promotes steady breathing helping to lower 

blood pressure.



Golden hour

BaboucheForsythia

Lemon citrona

YELLOW
Bright, radiant, optimistic and happy - yellow uplifts  

self-esteem and confidence. Effortlessly add light and 

increase space to bathrooms, halls, offices and small 

rooms. While powerful yellow can be toned down via 

styling, wall decor, antiques and artwork.



GREEN

Exquisite emerald

Deep green

Very green jade

Courtyard green

Harmonising, tranquil and refreshing - green is perfect 

for adding a nod to nature in residential or commercial 

spaces. The addition of indoor plants creates the sense 

of a calming sanctuary. A great choice for residential or 

commercial kitchens, muted forest greens are sleek when 

paired with modern brass and marble kitchen finishes. 



Pumpkin

Burnt orange

Earthy terracotta

Audubon Russet

ORANGE
Vivacious, warm, energetic and stimulating, orange 

is inspiring and delightful. Orange is playful, fun and 

joyful, making it the perfect choice for a child’s room or 

commercial early education setting. 



Barn red

Red delicious Blazer Rectory red

RED
Dramatic, romantic, warm and welcoming - red makes a 

statement. Said to increase the appetite, red is popular in 

restaurant marketing and triumphs in dining areas.  Inspire 

staff in commercial spaces, with red’s uplighting and 

energising qualities. In residential spaces red stimulates 

sensitivity and passion - perfect for a moody boudoir.



BROWN

Brown moccachino

Meerkat

Havane Chocolate Brown

Earthy, peaceful, delicious and chic - brown creates  

a homely and happy sanctuary. A perfect choice for  

dining rooms and hospitality spaces, as brown stimulates 

the appetite and represents rich flavours. 

Create a stable, reassuring and safe environment 

reminiscent of the natural world.



tel. 1300 782 862

email: info@staunchgrecoindustries.com.au 

PO Box 4283, Burwood East, 3151
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